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Thread - Fire Orange

Tip - Silver Oval

Tag - GlBrite #4

Tail - Yellow and Red Bucktail

         Gold Krystal Flash

Rib - Red wire

Body - Opal Mylar

Hackle - Orange cock

Wing - Arctic Fox or Squirrel

Eyes - Jungle Cock

Hackle - Black hen

STENTON SHRIMP

Secure the hook in the vice. Tie in the thread and wind down to the

point tying in a length of Oval Silver.  Wind the Oval 3 turns backwards

to form a tip, take the Oval between the 2 hooks and pull back towards

the head. Secure with the thread and trim off. Tie in a length of GloBrite

#4 floss and wind forward 3mm to form a butt. Prepare a small bunches

of Yellow and Red Bucktail. Even up the tips and roll together to mix

them. Tie this in for the tail. Tie in 4 strands of Gold Krystal Flash. The

tail should be twice the hook length or longer. Take the thread to the

head binding everything down and trim off the waste ends. Return the

thread to the tail tying in a length of Red Wire as you go down the

shank. Tie in a length of Opal Mylar and return the thread to the head.

Wind the Opal up to the head forming a neat body. Trim off the waste.

Tie in an Orange cock hackle by the base. Take two turns at the head

and then palmer this down the body with even open turns to the bend.

Holding the hackle tip taught rib the wire up to the head through the

hackle in even turns securing the hackle. Tie in the wire and trim off.

Prepare and tie in a bunch of Black Arctic Fox or Squirrel slightly longer

than the hook. Tie in two strands of Gold Krystal flash. Trim off the butts

and tie down tightly. Prepare a pair of Jungle Cock eyes and tie in. Tie

in a Black hen hackle by the tip. Double it and wind three turns. The

head hackle should be slightly longer than the body hackle. Form a

smooth head and whip finish. Apply a light coat of superglue. After a

couple of minutes apply a coat of nail varnish to produce a smooth

head.




